The missional God has called us to be on mission with him both individually and corporately. We are called to cross borders and share the love of Christ with the whole world. However, when we create missional rhythms in our churches – spaces, events, and programs that facilitate relationship building and life in community – a discipleship making environment is created and lives are transformed.

MISSIONARY vs. MISSIONAL

The understanding that the church is a sent organism and within that organism some are called to drastically different environments.

» Is crossing over to a place or environment that requires drastic change.

» A missionary environment is one where there is a great culture divide, language barriers and drastically different life rhythms.

The understanding that the church is a sent organism to participate in Jesus’ everyday mission to the world in our everyday environments.

» It’s activating the missional mind, heart and hands for gospel proclamation and demonstration in everyday life.

» Is discerning Jesus movements in our everyday spaces and engaging missionally.

» It’s creating spaces for shared life, where disciple-making can take place.